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How does sharing, generosity, and gifting help develop relationships?
How can these relationships help strengthen our communities? And
how can generosity help me personally understand my place within this
larger community?

I

n July 2011 I undertook an extensive roadtrip to visit book and paper art
centers and community art centers within the Eastern time zone of the US.
Over the course of five weeks and four thousand miles, I met with over fifty
people in twenty-three cities. Directors, artists, volunteers, and professors
shared their advice, resources, and homes with me as examples of how generous acts can strengthen connections between individuals, their local communities, and the larger craft scene.
In return for the generous assistance needed in this project, I crafted all participants a gift as tangible expressions of my appreciation. These items are created to be reflective of our time together, but, as with all gifts, they also serve
as symbols of our relationships to others.
This book is a visual narrative of these experiences. Through it, I hope to
share the inspirational stories of the artists I met, to celebrate the community’s
generosity, and to expand the way we think about the necessity of giving and
connection in all of our relationships. I hope the acts of generosity in this book
inspire you to create new ways of connecting with your community.
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ook arts is the craft-based art form

The western style of papermaking first

that allows the artist creative control

begins by turning plant fibers into pulp by

over the sequence of text, images, ideas,

chopping and hydrating these fibers in a

and structure. It includes a large range

machine called a beater (or a Hollander

of particular subdisciplines like “art-

beater). One dips a screened frame (a

ist’s books,” “DIY publishing,” “sequen-

mould) with a removable lip (a deckle)

tial narratives,” and “fine press books.”

into a vat of pulp and allows the water to

Drawing from avant garde design from

drain from the mould and deckle. A series

many art periods and around the world,

of steps of pressing and drying follow, but

this “book” may or may not include a nar-

this is the basic formation of a sheet of pa-

rative or pages; it may have neither words

per. This sheet can be printed or sculpted

nor illustrations.

in a variety of unique possibilities.

I am particularly drawn to using books

Letterpress printing was, until the mid

and paper as expressive materials because

20th century, one of the dominant forms

they are a medium familiar to everyone,

of printing worldwide for everything from

but can still create enchanting objects

office forms to books to advertisements.

when crafted by hand. More importantly,

This is the style of printing that the Guten-

these are often objects that call for direct

berg press utilized: small bits of moveable

audience interaction, if only for the turn-

lead or wooden type that could be repeat-

ing of a page. Book arts offers a unique

edly reused and rearranged. This style of

combination of hands-on and sometimes

printing often leaves a small indentation

labor intensive work, traditional tech-

in the paper. It is now a favorite among

niques that must often be apprenticed

designers, poets, and printmakers who

or passed on personally, and expensive

are drawn to the warmth of tradition and

or rare equipment that can often easily

contemporary printing possibilities.

be shared between many people within a
community studio context.

Bookbinding starts by folding and sewing pages into signatures and then casing

It helps to understand a few key pro-

them into a protective hard cover. This

cesses of book arts. All were previously

has exploded into a wide variety of con-

used in a variety of production and com-

temporary art forms: beside the codex

mercial purposes. This technology be-

(what we think of as a “book”), there are

coming obsolete in commercial use made

many ways we can arrange and sculpt pa-

it an attractive artistic alternative. The

per, text, and images. Some well-known

Center for Book Arts, founded in 1974 by

book formats are accordion books, which

Richard Minsky, was the first communi-

stretch out to display the entire surface,

ty-use book arts studio. Today there are

flexagons, which allow the picture plane

dozens of book arts centers as well as sev-

to rotate and shift, and sculptural books,

eral book art MFA programs throughout

which use the book as a starting point for

the US and worldwide.

a three–dimensional form.

Goodbye Alabama, Hello Chicago
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ears of feeling like perhaps I be-

help of classmates, teachers, and new

longed more with the ideals of the

friends, all people who had helped me in

big city drew me in, but it didn’t keep me

my earlier explorations in gifting.

from developing a deep sense of displace-

In the strange way the soul does, as

ment once I got there. I spent my first

soon as I began to feel settled, I started

year in Chicago unsuccessfully trying to

daydreaming about a way to expand and

find my bearings between discovering the

explore this network of relationships even

new and pining for the old.

further—to put a face on the digital book

I started looking for ways to use my art

arts and papermaking email groups I had

to further connect me to these new people

read quietly for years, to meet other mak-

and places in my life. I wondered if this

ers, to test my expectations of generosity

relationship between object and audience

as a way to build bonds.

could be strengthened into something

I decided to visit all of the book & pa-

more, and so I began experimenting with

per art people and places I could fit into

the idea of art as gifts. We use gifts as a

a month-long drive, starting with my new

way to build and honor relationships, and

home and ending at my hometown of

it was this desire for connection that fu-

Huntsville, Alabama. I wanted to talk to

eled my making artwork as gifts to repay

directors, artists, and craftspeople about

the generosity of time, labor, and advice

their studios and practices as well as their

found in my new communities.

connections with the larger artistic com-

Making physical mementos for a spe-

munity. I also wanted to experience and

cific audience as a labor of love began

observe how generosity affected these

to be its own delight, and so I found my

people and places, as well as how it af-

experiments successful. I became more

fected me.

comfortable with my new home with the

4 May 2011: Center for Book and Paper Arts (Chicago)

I
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was curious about what aspects of

Within six months the Center had enough

Acting as a director means cutting out

self-selecting group of folks. People come

the book arts community I could find

workshops to become a full time under-

his own artistic practice, but Steve clearly

to it from all kinds of different directions.

taking.

within my own program, and so I had my

loves working with the book arts commu-

Personally, I can put on my critical hat,

first interview with Steve Woodall, the di-

However, Steve’s personal interest in

nity. While talking about my upcoming

but basically anybody who has the idea

rector at Chicago’s Center for Book and

book arts began when he was a creative

trip stops, Steve glowed about the pos-

to make a book—immediately, they’re an

Paper Arts (CBPA) since 2008.

writing major in college. He said, “I start-

sibility of meeting so many fellow artists

awesome person to me.”

We started off with the history of the

ed making small visual books using found

within the community. He said, “These

CBPA and its founders, Marilyn Sward

text and images. It was the same impulse

are great people! That’s why I do it. I love

and Barbara Metz. Sward originally cre-

as writing poetry and what resulted were

the people who make book—they are a

ated Paper Press, a non-profit papermak-

these artist’s books. It’s an art that in one

ing center, in 1973. This was combined

form is about telling stories in a very ef-

with Metz’s Artist Book Works in 1994

fective visual way. And I’m really inter-

to become the Center for Book and Pa-

ested—in both a gut level and a theoreti-

per within Columbia College Chicago’s

cal level—in how words and pictures work

Interdisciplinary Arts department. It is

together, and how they can be contained

now one of the largest book arts teaching

in a structure of some kind.”

facilities in the country and features both

He explained as time went on, he be-

community and academic classes in pa-

came more involved with the developing

permaking, book arts, and letterpress, as

artistic community and stopped produc-

well as a three-year MFA program.

ing his own work. I asked if the details of

Steve has a long partnership with the

day-to-day functioning of running an or-

San Francisco Center for the Book as

ganization had a hand in this, and Steve

well. While he was President of the San

replied: “It takes away all the time I have

Francisco-based Pacific Center for Book

for making my own art. But I figure the

Arts, fellow board members Mary Aus-

time I spend doing this is more important

tin and Kathleen Burch founded the San

in a way, even though it’s frustrating—be-

Francisco Center for the Book (SFCB).

cause it’s advancing the art form in a way

Steve then began developing workshops

that I couldn’t specifically do on my own.”

for the SFCB part time while driving cabs.

I looked forward to proving him right.

June 2011: Leaving Chicago
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M

y next move was to announce this

to take up every offer that I could, though,

journey to the various book arts

expanding my original fifteen stops with-

related email lists. I had so many people

in five weeks into twenty-three. I had

invited me to see their studios or stay

planned for months, but I still spent the

overnight in their homes that I ended up
largely planning the trip around these invitations, which was even more remark-

June 28-July 4: Grand Rapids, MI

E
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ven though I was full of last-minute

a great start for experiencing how gen-

panic—travel arrangements, house

erosity brings people together; you learn

sitting, last-minute packing—in all hon-

more about people through freely shared

esty, I started the trip out slowly, head-

meals and stories than you can through

last few days measuring miles, eyeballing

ing first to a friend’s hometown of Grand

their job or how they dress. The details of

hotels, and nervously watching gas prices

Rapids, MI. The fourth of July weekend

the trip and my project weren’t necessary

creep ever upward.

was coming up, and so I spent most of

for them; all they knew was that I was a

able since a friend was coming along. This

I wondered briefly about my sanity.

mythe time there in the company of fam-

friend-of-a-friend-of-the-family, and that

kind of community outreach was even

It was time to head out.

ily and friends.

was good enough for them to welcome me

more than I was hoping for; in fact I had

The Hesselschwerdts were particularly

too many offers to accept them all. I tried

delightful: they invited us to take part in
their Barbarian Picnic, an annual, extra
long weekend gathering that has happened for more than thirty years. Being
a part of this communal celebration was

in their house and share their lives.

July 1: Ox Bow (Saugatuck, MI)
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he first move into unknown terri-

I pulled into the parking lot and waited

types of people who come to the area.

her second year at the school (this year

tory was Ox Bow, a mini craft colony

for the trolley bus to carry us through

He said he had been thinking about the

as a teaching assistant), because she felt

home to summer classes and artist resi-

the hills on a winding one-lane road to

qualities of the handmade, as ceramics

that Ox Bow was a slice of a mini-utopia.

dencies that was only an hour south of

Ox Bow’s beautiful campus, edged by the

are something that becomes more unique

They mentioned that the dance parties

Grand Rapids.

and valuable when they are handmade.

there were particularly amazing because

This hundred-year-old

Ox Bow lake. Who here would be best to

arts and craft school was having an open

talk to about craft and community? I de-

He then pointed me over to the com-

the sense of openness found among the

house that Friday. I spent the afternoon

cided to ask a man holding a walkie talkie

munal campfire on the edge of the lake,

Ox Bow artists, and it is easy to see how

beforehand digging through the books I

where I could find someone who might

where several students were relaxing and

learning techniques and sharing creative

had squeezed into my car, hoping to find

be interested in musing. Turns out it was

taking in the last few days at Ox Bow. Two

advice can quickly bring people together.

a way to properly articulate my questions.

him—Nathan, who was working over the

in particular, Tiana and Lauren, were

Hearing their experiences made me

summer as a ceramic technician.

expressive about their time there and

feel like I had found exactly what I had

We talked about how Ox Bow as a place

how they were drawn to the area for the

hoped to find: that there is a valuable

for understanding the connections be-

instant sense of community that it pro-

and closeknit community brought to-

tween craft and community in the many

vides. Tiana explained that it was even

gether within shared creative spaces. We
watched the glassblowing demonstrations as day turned into dusk before heading back the way we came.
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July 5: Detroit, MI

July 6: Community Gardens (Detroit, MI)
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continued onto Detroit. I was invited to

es, like providing fresh cheap pro-

the city by my classmate Liz Isakson-

duce for local residents and having

Dado, who contacted half a dozen people

a place to meet and work alongside

to talk to me about their various public

your neighbors. The non-obvious

art projects. I still find it amazing how

effect is that these places also serve

willingly people opened up about shar-

as gathering spots to build other

ing their projects and knowledge, even

ties to the community, like being

though I only had time to meet two of

astically share their knowledge with visi-

wonderful places to host block par-

them in person.

tors and show them around the city. I had

ties and movie nights.

I stayed at the Hostel Detroit, a cozy

mentioned my roadtrip adventure during

transformation of a block of apartments

booking the room much earlier, and I was

into a home-away-from-home. The place

pleasantly surprised to find they remem-

was newly founded by a veteran couch-

bered this fact.

surfer who decided Detroit needed more

treated me like an old friend when I ar-

affordable hospitality for its visitors, and
truly genuine hospitality at that. Complete with communal kitchens and hang-

L

These gardens became a meta-

iz introduced me to Sara Aldridge,

phor for the overall benefits of commu-

who works with The Greening of De-

nity: while we need the benefits of fresh

troit, a non-profit that helps reforest the

produce and nurturing these gardens

area but also works with community gar-

takes careful attention and hard work, we

rived—excited to see me and dish about

dens and other urban agriculture. Sara

continue our care beyond the bare neces-

the local scene and share whatever re-

showed me her local community garden

sities out of love. Similarly, community

sources they could offer.

The hostel volunteers

in Woodbridge, one of literally hundreds

bonds might begin out of a necessity, but

out spaces, the hostel had a variety of

This was just the beginning of the

of community gardens in the city work-

they grow out of a generosity of spirit

local ambassadors on call who enthusi-

warmth that Detroit showed me, and I

ing to transform the empty lots of the city

when we seek to connect for more reasons

learned through my time there that de-

into green, thriving places.

than just the necessary ones.

spite being one of the most visibly eco-

It was a beautiful well-loved place: a

nomically depressed cities in the country,

quiet-fenced off area, with brightly hand-

it was also one of the most rich in com-

painted signs and picnic tables. There

munity.

was a domed sculpture that also served
as a seating area, and even the dumpster
across the street was freshly painted with
a cheerful blue elephant. We talked about
the obvious positive effects of these plac-
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July 6: Heidelburg Project (Detroit, MI)

W

e then visited the Heidelburg Proj-

es appear everywhere: surfboards planted

ect, a long standing public art ven-

in the ground, stuffed animals wrapped

ture where artist Tyree Guyton has been

around trees, a building covered in multi-

working for over 25 years to transform

colored numbers. “It’s like finding Dr. Se-

abandoned buildings in his neighborhood
into works of art. The ability for art to

July 6: Dabl’s African Bead Museum (Detroit, MI)

L
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ater that evening I met up Liz Isak-

and white animal paintings and mirrors,

son-Dado herself. A native of the

while the sidewalk sports dozens of dif-

area, she had recently completed a public

ferent kinds of written African languages.

art project in Scripps Park near her home

A nearby abandoned building was art-

uss in the middle of an empty part of the

neighborhood. She took me to Dabl’s Af-

fully transformed, colorful and shimmer-

city,” Sara said. Her first visit was with

rican Bead Gallery and MBAD Bead Mu-

ing thanks to communally donated paint

redefine a community was evident here.

her parents at eight years old, and that

seum, a place which houses a wonderful

and mirrors. A sculptural installation

Tyree, like an alchemist, shaped aban-

cycle was starting again with a group of

collection of jewelry and beadwork as well

was situated between the two, carefully

doned buildings and discarded objects

school children there marveling over the

as outdoor African art installations creat-

crafted out of rocks, iron, mirrors, and

into a public art park that welcomes al-

artwork.

ed by the owner, Olayama Dabls.

wood. Nearby the artist had a stage built

most 275,000 visitors a year.

We spent another half hour wandering

One of the employees, Curtis Bundles,

to hold weekly reggae dance nights there

You’re driving along, passing empty

up and down the block gleefully catalog-

showed us around. The outside of the

—another example of how art can create a

lots and standard white wood houses…

ing our discoveries in the afternoon sun-

building is covered with stylized black

place to bring community together.

suddenly, color, patterns, toys, and imag-

light.

July 6: Theatre Bizarre (Detroit, MI)
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T

he next stop with Liz was Theatre Bi-

Liz then introduced us a few Theatre

zarre, another project that reclaims

Bizarre artists and Stacy Dumas, who

some of the abandoned buildings and lots

lives on site. We had a delightful time

in Detroit, but with a twist: these folks

talking to Stacy about her connection and

made their block into a twisted carnival.

involvement with the project and its in-

The Theatre is the artistic vision of one

carnations while sitting on her rooftop

man, but dozens of people collaboratively

balcony overlooking the carnival. Here

transform this place throughout the year

we watched the sun set, drinking wine

to create this mad circus.

and learning a bit more about each other-

One participant showed us around the
site and explained how things had been
added and changed over the years. Even
though Theatre Bizarre typically only
holds parties once a year for Halloween,
the community’s dedication to this project is year-round. It shows—everywhere
you turn, the grounds are brimming with
brilliantly brooding details.

-the perfect way to end my last night in
Detroit.
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July 7: Lynne Avadenka (Detroit, MI)
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M

July 7: Francine Levine (Detroit, MI)

F
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y last visit in Detroit was with pa-

stems from fascinations with mark mak-

permaker and children’s outreach

ing and Judaic subjects and texts. One

worker Francine Levine, who also ar-

particularly memorable book is titled

ranged a meeting for us with prominent

Root Words, her textual and artistic col-

met regularly and took classes from one

I only wish that I had known earlier of

book artist Lynne Avadenka. The three

laboration with an Islamic author. They

another in the area, sharing techniques

her involvement with outreach organiza-

of us made the perfect group size to see

chose and illustrated words that had sim-

and advice. The group was temporarily

tions to further discuss the ties between

Lynne’s home studio and the workplace

ilar meanings and sounds in both Arabic

on hiatus while a colleague’s home paper-

community bridging and creative produc-

of her Land Marks Press, which publishes

and Hebrew to demonstrate the positive

making studio was being constructed, but

tion. They seem to draw the same group

limited editions of her own works as well

linking qualities of these languages as a

I am amazed every time I hear of people

of wonderful folk--people, like Francine,

as some by other writers.

way to bridge these communities, show-

taking the initiative to create their own

who work in both art and community to

ing the words’ common roots in order to

learning and skill-share groups. Francine

make the world more beautiful and con-

bring these cultures closer.

showed us her own lovely handmade pa-

nected.

Lynne’s work includes artist books and
prints as well as installations. Her art

rancine then explained more about

per artwork, including a range of paper

her artistic background. She is one

made from plant fibers that were locally

of a group of Detroit papermakers who

found and harvested.
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July 8: Morgan Conservatory (Cleveland, OH)
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left Detroit in the morning and headed

tions, ranging from non-profit arts educa-

Susan also said something particularly

After warm good-byes, I left the Mor-

out towards Cleveland to the family

tion to urban gardening groups. She also

enlightening: “When you’re in a down

gan and Cleveland, but the feeling of be-

home of my classmate Don Widmer. Don

mentioned that while they don’t always

economy and you don’t have a job and ev-

ing invigorated about the possibilities to

is a truly amazing book and paper artist

have as many resources as some other or-

erything’s tight and you’re scared, there’s

use art to connect us to each other re-

who invited me to stay the night at his

ganizations, they work to make all visiting

one thing that you can always do to make

mained for long after.

parent’s house, just outside of Cleveland,

artists feel a part of their community.

peace with yourself, and that’s your art.”

and to visit the Morgan Paper Conserva-

“Those little things have really have

tory the next morning. After a delightful

helped us when we don’t have the equip-

breakfast, we headed into Cleveland.

ment or the finances that they’re looking

Lauren Sammon, the program director,

for at other places, that allow them to feel

began by giving us the grand tour of the

really comfortable and want to come back

space and a bit of history. The Morgan was

and want to support us or donate to us for

started by philanthropist Charles Morgan

our auction,” Lauren noted.

and papermaker Tom Balbo in 2006 to

Susan Kelley, another staff member of

offer a non-profit sustainable-practice

the Morgan, discussed the center’s con-

center that would continue the craft of

nection with the community, especially in

papermaking and book arts. Housed in

relation to the area’s grassroots book and

a former machine shop, the Morgan has

paper art festival, Octavofest. Many local

everything a book and paper artist could

organizations, arts-focused and other-

hope for: huge indoor and outdoor pa-

wise—like the local library—contribute to

permaking spaces, a large and growing

this event, sharing information, resourc-

letterpress and book arts set up, a kozo/

es, and advertising methods in a way that

fiber garden with an herb and dye garden

benefits all.

to come, and a workshop and class space.

“It’s a huge collaboration and that’s

It was amazing to see how developed the

what’s making the arts really strong here

Morgan was for being five years old.

and survive,” Susan mentioned. I’m sure

Lauren attributes a large part of the

this is one of the reasons that the Morgan

Morgan’s success to expanding outside

was chosen as the host venue for the 2012

of the artistic scene and partnering with

Watermarks conference, an international

similarly community-oriented organiza-

meetup of hand paper makers.
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July 9: Genesee Center for the Arts (Rochester, NY)
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paper valentine, and collectively creating

in the late afternoon sunlight, speak-

wall, and these pizzas are shared with

what Geri believes to be the largest piece

ing about Zappa and just taking a quiet

everyone.

of handmade paper in the world.

break. I really didn’t believe it could get

Geri then offered to take me to see the

Folks trickled into Geri and Bill’s home,
including Bill and Emily, and we took our

any better than this.

Genesee Center’s booth at the local arts

Then Geri sprung a surprise on me: she

time on dinner together while the sun set.

aturday afternoon I rolled into Roch-

fair, the Corn Hill Festival, where they

invited some of the other Genesee artists

This dinner was one of the most spirited

ester to visit the Genesee Center

had a papermaking demo set up outside

over to come talk with me at a potluck

I’ve ever had, which, given that it was

in the lovely July weather.

dinner at her house. This communal din-

with people I had only met a few hours

photography, ceramics, and printing

ner tradition has always been one of my

before was really something!

and book art facilities as well as a gallery

favorite ways to bring people together,

After we had all had our fill, Bill of-

and workshop area. The president of the

and so I was especially delighted. Dur-

fered to show us his wood type studio:

board, Geri McCormick, had invited me

ing my time on this project, I found that

Virgin Wood Type. We watched in awe as

early on to see the center and I am so glad

sharing meals with people is one of the

Bill showed us the process of cutting and

she did. As it turns out, she is one of the

most insightful ways to learn about them:

making woodtype, starting with a large

instantly personal, but relaxed.

individually crafted prototype and ending

S

for the Arts & Education, which houses

warmest people I have ever met. Geri first

I was introduced to several artists from

introduced me to one of the book arts in-

the Genesee community, including Bill

with a smaller perfectly routed replica.

structors, Emily Sterling, a graduate of

Dexter, and spoke with them about their

We even got to keep a few pieces out of

Wells College, where I meant to visit next.

artwork. I was even invited to pull my

the hell box!

Emily and Geri showed me around

own wood pulp sheet there on a lovely

while explaining the useful details of how

handmade laid mould: a sturdy and care-

a community center functions, such as

fully constructed beauty that pulled a fine

how the renters/keyholders shared the

sheet of paper.

I
followed her to her home and Geri intro-

area, what kind of artwork they made, and

We wandered throughout the fair, talk-

duced me to her husband Bill Jones, who

how donations were utilized. This expla-

ing and visiting some of the other local

designs and makes letterpress woodtype

nation though was full of more personal

artisan booths, including Laura Wilder,

print and asked if I’d like to see this pro-

touches, including how enthusiastically

a Master Roycroft printer who specializes

cess later on. They then let me in on their

members such as papermaker and print-

in beautiful art nouveau period inspired

great tactic for these potluck parties: they

Nearing midnight, it came time to

er Bill Dexter work to improve the center.

artwork.

Our next stop was to obtain

get out the ingredients for build-your-

leave, but the comfort of finding such

Genesee also hosts free fun activities for

one of a fair’s most tasty delights, and so,

own pizzas, which they fire in a hand-

sincere and welcoming people has stayed

kids, including make your own handmade

sitting on a curb, we shared funnel cake

crafted grill set into a gorgeous mosaic

with me to this day. Thank you so much.

July 10: Wells College (Aurora, NY)
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he next day, I headed to Wells Col-

founded in 1993, before she headed out to

Tetenbaum and the small class sizes, it is

an artist from my home state who had

lege and their Book Arts facility and

pull last minute touches together. I then

easy to see why students spoke so highly

recently founded a book arts commu-

the beginning of the intensive Summer

toured the campus before dinner, where

of their experience.

nity studio there called the Alabama Art

Book Arts Institute (SBAI). I’d seen the

we were all introduced to each other and

Afterwards some of us went to view

pamphlet for SBAI for a few years now,

fell immediately into great conservations

the sunset on the dock together, where

Then Cheryl invited me to see her

so when Sarah Bryant, a Victor Hammer

about our love of book arts.

I learned a little more about the par-

portfolio and the beginning of her class.

Kitchen.

Fellow, and Nancy Gil, the Book Arts di-

Many people have made the SBAI a

ticipants individually. Diane Bond spoke

It was in this classroom that the magic

rector, invited me to come check it out, I

repeat experience, and one had even

about her home book arts base, the West-

of the SBAI came clear: it is a commu-

was delighted. The historic college is situ-

been to five out of the six SBAIs. Joshua

ern New York Book Arts Collaborative,

nal summer getaway experience with no

ated on a beautiful campus and lake, and

Langman, a typographic designer, was

and Cheryl Jacobsen, a calligrapher at the

other worries except to make, share, and

the SBAI is held during the most perfectly

enthusiastic about his upcoming class in

Iowa Center for the Book, told me about

learn with others who are so obviously

warm time of year.

working with letterpress monotype cast-

her leading a class here at the SBAI.

in love with the care and tradition of the

I first met with Nancy, who graciously

ing. With a combination of renowned in-

The next morning we met again for

gave me a tour of the book arts studios,

structors such as Julie Chen and Barbara

breakfast and I met Allison Milham,

book arts craft. I am so glad I could witness it.
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July 11: Bright Hill Press (Treadwell, NY)
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y next stop was another place in

space hosts book arts shows, but at the

lay on and quiet-time board games. The

night to browse through the amazing

the Catskill Mountains: Bright

time of my visit held a donated WPA-

garage had been converted into an arts

arts-themed library, which is an increas-

Hill Press. BHP’s president Bertha Rog-

era art exhibit and auction to benefit the

workshop area. The backyard even held a

ing rarity in many underfunded libraries.

ers is a book artist that founded this lit-

center. The center had even converted

‘secret garden’ reading nook with reading

Eventually though, after several hours of

erary center, library, small poetry press,

the kitchen into a bookstore, including

benches placed inside a small garden with

reading and catching up on writing, I fell

and reading night space in the hamlet of

holding a number of titles that Bright Hill

a child-size door.

asleep in the guest suite upstairs, fulfill-

Treadwell, NY. The BHP Center operates

Press has published.

It was easy to see how this place could

out of a tranformed 1840s gingerbread–

The kitchen bookstore’s proceeds ben-

bring together groups of both children

style house, with the front half holding

efit the many wonderful projects happen-

and adults from the larger NY state re-

the Word & Image gallery. Normally this

ing here, such as adding a large, brightly

gion. I found it hard to not stay up all

lit library wing. This large open space is
perfect for hosting Word Thursdays, a
weekly event that showcases poets, performance artists, writers, and story tellers. This event, which brings in artists
from the NY region and beyond, has been
held every Thursday night for more than
20 years.
The center also focuses on a lot of children’s programming and workshops, and
there was an obvious love and pride in
making the space kid-friendly—Bertha’s
granddaughters were there, comfortably
enjoying the space. Children’s books, of
course, are a great example of mass-produced artist books: they combine text and
imagery with all sorts of interactive elements (pop-ups, pull-outs, and the like).
The library has a lofted reading space for
kids, complete with squishy pillows to

ing my dream of living a day in a library.

July 12: Women’s Studio Workshop (Rosendale, NY)
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hen I first planned out this trip,

AmeriCorps team, and has tested nearly

nized from my time at the Joan Flasch

working there was. Even though I didn’t

Women’s Studio Workshop was

a hundred different fibers for their pa-

special collection of artist books at the

want to interrupt the participants during

high on my list of must-see places. Lo-

permaking capabilities. Outside there are

School of the Art Institute. As WSW is

their classes, I felt welcomed as a visitor

cated in the small town of Rosendale,

also the warm-weather papermaking fa-

the largest publisher of handmade artist

and even had the chance to talk about

NY, this women-oriented artist space

cilities and the ceramics kiln. Inside, the

books in the nation, this is unsurprising,

papermaking techniques with some stu-

has been producing limited edition art-

first floor held the letterpress and etching

but it was still delightful to see such works

dents. People are delighted to

ist books for over 30 years and offers the

printmaking studios, the papermaking

in their creative birth place.

sole women-only visual arts residency

room, and a small darkroom. Downstairs

in the country. WSW is also well known

in the basement are the ceramics studios;

larly stuck with me from my visit

for its many other fantastic opportuni-

upstairs are the offices, a gallery space,

to WSW is how open everyone

ties such as a variety of artist residencies,

and a large book arts and screenprinting

internships, workshops, and classes in

workroom.

printmaking, papermaking, photography,
book arts, and ceramics.

Next door was the communal residence
house for interns and visiting artists, and

Chris Petrone, the WSW studio man-

just down the road was the repair and

ager, sent me an invitation to see the

build workshop for WSW. Walking be-

space once she heard about my trip,

tween these three buildings, it was easy

which seemed proof to me that dreams do

to see WSW’s love for and from the local

come true! The timing meant that I came

community—the husband of an arts in-

by at the end of the Summer Arts Insti-

stitute teacher waved hello with his baby

tute, which consists of week-long classes

in tow; a touring cyclist stopped to ask

where women of all ages (some with their

Chris for directions; a local teenager was

children) were working together to pro-

helping Woody, the maintenance guru of

duce their art.

WSW, with a wood crafting project. Dur-

I first toured the grounds, which in-

ing my planning, I found that local artists

cludes the Art Farm, a fiber garden so

even open their homes up to host people

that WSW can work towards a more sus-

during the summer classes as personal

tainable papermaking practice. The Art

bed-and-breakfasts.

Farm was created and maintained by the

After this tour, Chris invited me to see

help of many volunteers, including an

some of the artist books produced during
residencies here, many of which I recog-

One of the things that has particu-

be here, and it is easy to
see why.

July 13: Pergamena Parchment (Montgomery, NY)
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esse Meyer contacted me about visit-

(also known as vellum). Now Pergamena

ing his shop Pergamena which makes

is the premier maker of parchment and

parchment and leather for book arts pur-

book arts leather in the US.

July 13: Ed Hutchins (Salem, NY)

D

uring my trip planning, I received

29

studio.

a message from book artist Ed

He insisted that I take the opportunity

Hutchins inviting me to stay the night,

to relax. I will clearly now state that Ed

catch up on rest, and knowingly, do laun-

and his partner Steve Warren’s hospital-

poses (among many others). Jesse men-

Jesse walked me through the process

tioned in his invitation that he was curi-

of making vellum, from the de-furring of

dry.

I was already familiar with Ed’s

ity was nothing short of soul-affirming.

ous if it fit into my scope of exploring the

the skin to the stretching, scraping, and

charming and playful artist books, and

Ed and Steve, thank you for all your ex-

book art community.

drying of this material. It is a messy,

so I was delighted to visit Bookhaven, his

cellent company and guidance. It was an

The tannery has been in Jesse’s fam-

hard job, but Jesse’s enthusiasm for the

newly finished mountaintop home and

encounter I will never forget.

ily for generations, and during college he

process was well evident in the depth of

turned his eye towards leather use in book

his knowledge about its every aspect.

arts and the process of making parchment

Though I have never personally done any
leather binding or written on vellum, understanding the historic ways of how we
crafted books as well-loved objects is invaluable to understanding how we pass
on or break these traditions in our current book arts culture.
He needn’t have worried about if Pergamena belonged in this discussion. His respect for the book arts community shown
through when he discussed other prominent book artists, such as Jeff Peachey,
a conservationist book binder who also
crafts his conservation tools, and Tim
Barrett, arguably the person responsible
for bringing Eastern style papermaking
into America. I remember too that at my
time at Wells College, Cheryl Jacobsen
spoke highly of Pergamena, and I am glad
to say now I can fully appreciate why.

July 14: Red Trillium Press (Northampton, MA)
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teve Daiber is a book artist and print-

combination with his interests in wildlife

maker whose most recent projects

and nature. A beautiful example is Sca-

involve starting a book arts collaborative

padion, a collection of found butterflies

group in Cuba. He invited me to his stu-

wrapped in woodblock-printed newspa-

dio, Red Trillium Press, to discuss this
work.

July 14: Julie Shaw Lutts (Salem, MA)

I
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was searching for place to stay in the

lier times, and her studio is swimming in

Salem/Boston area only moments be-

found art material from flea markets and

fore I received a message from Julie offer-

antique stores. “I build from an idea,” she

ing me a place to stay for a few nights in

said, “and then I find parts of things to ex-

pers in various languages and hosted in a

her home. This lucky chance was my first

press it.”

Cuban cigar box.

introduction to this wonderful book and

Her definition of a book, like my own,

collage artist who graciously welcomed

is rather broad and includes both the ex-

me into her home for the weekend.

plicit and subtle narratives of these artis-

He has been visiting Cuba for over ten

Steve is one of a handful of amazing

years, and, during his first visits, started

book artists who are building commu-

connecting with local printmaking artists

nity on a truly international level. He has

I arrived at a late hour, but was given a

tically altered objects and texts. One of

and teachers. These friendships and con-

brought book arts to an area where it can

warm introduction to her husband Timo-

my favorites was Rabbit Rabbit, a collec-

nections became an international collab-

be difficult and expensive to even import

thy, her children, and their puppy Layla.

tion of stones layered with found illustra-

oration of roughly sixteen artists to cre-

materials, and building continuous pres-

We spent the evening getting to know

tions of rabbits, where the pages can be

ate limited edition books about Cubans’

ence of this art form there is quite an ac-

each other, sharing stories about my trip

rearranged as desired. It was great to hear

personal struggles. In particular, Steve

complishment.

and figuring out that we do, in fact, have

her stories behind these objects and how

showed a long-developing three part se-

friends in common. This delightful way

she developed them into contemporary

ries on the subjects of power, privacy,

of learning about people after recent in-

artiacts, connecting the history of past

and (forthcoming, appropriately enough)

troductions has been one of my favorite

people with modern day communities.

waiting.

aspects of this journey: all stories are new

He also discussed his personal work
and how it has been influenced by his

and bright and every interaction is full of
possibilities.

travels to Cuba. Many of his books use

The next morning Julie invited me to

Cuban maps and atlases as palimpsests in

see her studio and talk about her work.
She started off primarily focused on collage, assemblage, and encaustic, but
was drawn to the broad range of
ideas in the book arts world.
She often works with the
hidden stories in found objects, photographs, and texts
from other places and ear-
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July 15: Julie Shaw Lutts (Salem, MA)

I

then headed into Boston to visit the

to the Atlantic ocean on our way back to

Boston Paper Collective and the city

their home. After warm good-byes, they

itself before returning to Julie’s for a second night.
The next morning, we had a delicious

sent me on my way on to NYC.
Julie and the Lutts, thank you so much
for your hospitality!

July 15: Boston Paper Collective (Boston, MA)

H
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ow do these community centers

community members, children, seniors,

begin, function, and grow? These

too. Melinda also hopes the BPC can be a

questions are being answered by Melinda

seed project for a Boston book arts center.

Cross, director and founder of the Bos-

“I’m going to keep chugging along and be

ton Paper Collective. The BPC is a fully-

hands on, and hope that eventually it will

home-cooked breakfast together before

equipped papermaking studio that hosts

come together in a large space that’s ac-

Julie and Timothy took us to the Peabody

workshops, offers equipment rentals and

cessible.”

Essex museum. We stopped to say hello

studio memberships, and holds other fun
book arts-related events.
Melinda, who is a fine art marbler, second generation papermaker, and third
generation teacher, started the Boston Paper Collective two years ago and has been
tirelessly working toward its success ever
since. “People have done pretty amazing
stuff with not a lot of knowledge but just
a lot of passion,” she said. Melinda’s passion is well evident: despite her struggles
sustainably funding the BPC (“I end up
spending a lot of my time where I actually make money supporting the space”),
she is totally dedicated to the necessity of
teaching paper.
“There’s a history here, and it’s important to teach that,” she says, explaining that by keeping papermaking access
limited to academic institutions, we are
losing many levels of people interested in
the history and science of papermaking:

Melinda, I wish you the best of luck,
and I’m certain that your dedication and
passion will reward you.

July 17: Miriam Schaer (New York City, NY)
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y next stop in New York City was

Then she offered to show me her stu-

tive works, including Of the Errors of My

book arts world: teaching at commu-

the home of one of my most excit-

dio and her work. Mimi started out in

Heart Too Numerous to Count—an art-

nity spaces like the Center for Book

ing visits: the studio of book artist Miriam

graphic design and printmaking, but now

work that combines Mimi’s book struc-

Arts, crafting children’s workshops, and

(Mimi) Schaer, my book arts teacher at

her work is more often sculptural books.

ture with a poem by Stan, who is a writer

participating in the feminist art critique

Columbia College Chicago. I had an amaz-

Through sewing, embroidery, printmak-

and editor.

group Art 346B. These are not just side

ing breakfast with her and her husband

ing, and papercutting, she transforms

One of the most valuable things I have

projects for her personal practice, though,

Stan Pinkwas (Mimi knows my weakness

found clothing and other found objects

learned from Mimi is her approach to

but integral experiences. “It’s all about

for good bagels) before she shared with

into artist books on the subjects of reli-

artmaking, which is to fearlessly accept

sharing and community and being able to

me her collection of kimonos with books

gion, family, feminism, and love. Mimi

as many opportunities as possible. “One

draw on resources and not burning bridg-

printed on them.

also mentioned some of her collabora-

of the things that’s great about [accept-

es. It’s so important, because this world

ing these opportunities] is that they put

is the size of a tea cup.”

you into a community, give you access in

Because of this philosophy, Mimi does

a way that you wouldn’t have if you were

more than just teach book arts at Co-

just living there to get into a school, to

lumbia College Chicago—she also leads

know the people and players. It’s kind of

the graduate teaching seminar and has

astonishing.”

worked hard to build bridges with Chica-

For Mimi, this acceptance has led to

go’s Center for Community Arts Partner-

many ways of connecting within the

ship. “I’m planting seeds for the future,”
she said, and with her tending those
seeds, it feels pretty bright.
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July 19: Center for Book Arts (New York City, NY)
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y first introduction to Sarah Nich-

“If you only cater to that audience, your

in the field to world–class book artists–

blood, and that’s where you can tap into

olls was a wonderfully exhaustive

organization is going to become smaller

in–residence programs and the larger

the strengths of that community, but you

list of gift, community, and DIY resources

and smaller and smaller. You have to

supportive members community. This

have to value and see it for what it is and

in NYC and a mention that I should visit

find a way to balance people who already

last group was highlighted in the gallery,

what it can provide.”

the Center for Book Arts, where Sarah is

know what you’re talking about and find-

where members of the Center had worked

Thank you so much Sarah and Roni for

program manager. This was a truly won-

ing a way to talk about stuff to other peo-

on display. Roni added that this variety is

your time and these insights into the book

derful introduction to the city, and while

ple who aren’t going to make books for

one of the reasons the Center is so valu-

arts community.

I knew I wouldn’t have a lot of time, this

the rest of their lives.”

able. “Every organization has a culture

was definitely on my must-see list.

Because of the Center’s premier sta-

I took a brief tour of the center, which

tus as one of the top book-arts commu-

holds book arts and letterpress printing

nity centers in the world, other expanding

studios as well as a gallery space. It is

book arts organizations can learn from the

more than that, though, as it also offers

Center’s methods and challenges. “One of

lectures for the public, internships and

the things that we try to do is bring out-

work studies, and residencies for artists.

side people in to teach and to give talks

“It’s sort of indicative of New York City,

or whatever—we’re always trying to bring

I guess—there’s lots of different type of

in new audiences. Otherwise, it becomes

things happening at once all in the same

a little insular private club, which is not

space,” said Sarah.

what we want,” Roni said.

We then settled into the print shop

Sarah agreed, adding that “in New York

area with Roni Gross, printing steward,

we couldn’t survive financially if that’s

to talk about the various benefits (and

what we tried to do. There are so many

drawbacks) of developing community

organizations and so many things go-

within the book arts world. The Center,

ing on in New York – you’re not going to

founded in 1974, has had all the struggles

be able to get grants or members or do-

of trying to both solidify and expand the

nations if we’re just focused on a small,

groups that it works with: working with a

small group of people.”

core group of book arts enthusiasts, but at

The Center also exemplifies the variety

the same time making sure not to alienate

of people found working within the book

other interested parties. Sarah explained:

arts world. It holds classes for dabblers

among its community, and that’s its life-

July 19: Judy Tobie (Princeton, NJ)
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fter leaving NYC, I had an invitation

The next morning after Judy returned

small indoor papermaking area, complete

to stay with papermaker Judy Tobie

from a swim (“I love water,” she said,

with the beater I’ve been looking forward

and her husband Roger, who live in be-

“as I’m sure all papermakers do”) I got

to seeing: a Mark Lander critter! Judy

tween NYC and Philadelphia in Princeton,

what Roger called the official museum

had just finished beating some abaca, the

NJ. They invited me into their home and

tour. During my trip I had seen several

main fiber used in her sculptural paper

we got to know each other over a great

great ideas for home book arts studios,

vessels.

vegetarian chili that Judy had prepared,

but no at-home papermaking areas until

discussing papermaking, my trip, and the

Judy’s studio. Seeing how she arranges

It was delightful meeting you and

latest issue of Hand Papermaking maga-

and works within this space gave me hope

learning about your practice.

zine. Judy showed me around her home

for making my own excellent paper in the

then, which is filled with bookshelves and

future.

artwork, including many pieces made out

She has an inside dry studio, with all

of handmade paper. I found that Roger,

the sculpting, gluing, paper materials,

like myself, is an origami enthusiast.

and books needed for her practice. Be-

Small paper models were tucked away

sides the sculptural paper works, Judy

everywhere perfectly alongside the many

also sometimes works in collage, card-

the smooth and spiky paper vessels that

making, and jewelry, and so she keeps a

Judy crafts.

variety of her handmade papers to use in
other artworks.
This is connected to an outdoor papermaking area, especially great for the
workshops she teaches where participants get to experiment with a variety of pulps. It’s well shaded, so
working with all the water outside stays delightful even during the hot summer. She also
had a set up outside for growing and cooking plant fibers.
Tucked in her basement is a

Thank you so much Judy and Roger!

July 20: University of the Arts (Philadelphia, PA)
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manda D’Amico is on her way to

Amanda offered to show me around

Philadelphia has a rich history with

While the PCB has no physical facility

becoming a book arts rockstar: a

UArts, which has amazing printmaking

printing and recently held Philagrafika,

yet, they do meet on a regular basis to

graduate of the University of the Arts

facilities including extensive litho and

an international printmaking festival, in

visit local collections, as well as take book

Book Arts/Printmaking MFA program,

screenprinting studios and separate grad-

2010. This history gave rise to the Phila-

arts workshops that are currently being

she now works at UArts’ offset facility,

uate bookbinding and print studios. She

delphia Center for the Book, which began

hosted by UArts. With Amanda’s leader-

the Borowsky Center for Publication Arts,

also shared her favorite piece of equip-

as a way for book artists to collectively

ship, I’m sure the PCB will soon grow into

and is the President of the Philadelphia

ment: a heroic Heidelberg offset press.

utilize the many book arts and archival

its own.

Center for the Book.

special collections in the area.

July 21 & 22: Pyramid Atlantic (Silver Springs, MD)
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come back the next morning to see one of
the workshops in action. At this time, I
also got to meet Gretchen Schermerhorn,
Pyramid Atlantic’s Artistic Director.

July 23 & 24: Erin & Jenny (Roanoke, VA)
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enny Garnett and Erin Wommack are

my ever mentioning the purpose of my

behind one of the most surprising acts

trip. I was honored.

of generosity on my trip. When Jenny

I did manage to make it to one sug-

heard I was passing through her home-

gested place, though: Thelma’s Chicken

Gretchen talked more about the pro-

town Roanoke, she gave me a huge list

and Waffles. I had never had this par-

yramid Atlantic is a community-ori-

grams that Pyramid facilitates for the lo-

of resources to potentially visit and even

ticular southern food combination, but

P

ented book arts center that has letter-

cal community and the different groups

found a place for me to stay at her friend

my soul food favorites of sweet tea and

press, etching, papermaking, and book-

that come in to use the shop, from the

Erin’s house while Erin was out of town.

green beans alongside my love for break-

binding studios and offers internships,

interns to associates to artists–in–resi-

It was surprising enough to be offered

fast was a refreshing combination. It was

workshops, and artist residencies in all of

denceto their amazing art gym program.

hosting at any place I visited, but a friend

a new experience that was still homey and

these mediums. It is also the host of the

There were two big groups having a lot of

of a friend I had never met to offer up the

familiar, a flavor, if you will, that I had

nationally-recognized Pyramid Atlantic

fun (papermaking and printmaking), and

keys to her home while she was gone was

encountered many times on this journey

Book Arts fair. When I asked about visit-

so we hung around for a bit before mov-

absolutely astounding and touching.

while meeting new people with shared

ing, I received several enthusiastic replies

ing on to D.C. itself.

encouraging me to stop by during their
bimonthly societies in print and paper.
The first of these wonderful people that

Thank you so much for showing me
around!

This offer, though, could hardly be
more fortuitous—July 23, 2011 was the
end of a brutal heat wave on the East
coast. Combined with the rapid

I met was Caroline Record, the papermak-

pace of traveling, I was ex-

ing intern who was preparing for the next

hausted and, for a short

day’s papermaking workshop. She gra-

period, very disoriented. A

ciously volunteered to show me around

day of solid rest and watch-

the paper studios, before we bumped into

ing movies with Erin’s dog,

Marty Ittner, Pyramid’s screen printing

Moxie, was exactly what I

associate, who showed me more of the

needed.

printmaking facilities. Marty also shared

passions.

The next day I took a relaxed

more about Pyramid’s studio associates

pace tour of the Virginia Museum of

and keyholder programs.

Transportation. I couldn’t help but to

I met many people who were all en-

strike up a conversation with Andy Fletch-

thusiastic about working together in this

er, the museum’s artist in residence, who

amazing environment, and so I decided to

gave me one of his train drawings without

Thank you, Erin and Jenny, for your
most gracious assistance.

44 July 25: Oakmother’s Papers of Intent (Asheville, NC)

July 25: Asheville Book Works (Asheville, NC)

W
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hen Stefanie Kompathoum invited

this history here. There’s a deep

me to visit and talk about my jour-

support for it, a deep love for it,

ney, I was delighted to learn of her paper-

there’s a lot of history, and it just

making endeavor, Oakmother’s Papers of

kinda naturally stays here.” It’s

Intent: papers made with herbs and spe-

obvious to see: Asheville is one

cific intents in mind for rituals or other

of the most concentrated craft

wishful purposes. I pulled up to get home

areas in the country, with dozens

just outside of Asheville, NC, and met Ste-

(if not hundreds) of studios rang-

M

fanie K.’s friend, Stephanie.
Stefanie K. first showed me her home

y next stop was Asheville Book

ing from ceramics, woodworking,

Works, home to letterpress, book

glassblowing, and of course, printmaking

arts, and papermaking facilities. I was

and book arts. “People are doing it for fun

how she uses recycled paper for many of

lucky enough to have Laurie Corral, the

and interest and love of the art form. It’s

her projects as well as other fibers that

founder of ABW, contact me about giv-

changed a lot but it’s definitely well sup-

she collects herself.

She first learned

ing me a tour. At the time of my arrival,

ported,” Laura followed.

while teaching papermaking to elementa-

ABW was working to set up and prepare

We then met with Laurie, who gave me

ry school children. She also shared some

the first Ladies of Letterpress conference.

a brief rundown of the inner workings of

of her other paper experiments, including

One of the LofL founders, Jessica White,

the studio policies, the co-op member-

a delightful pulp painting of the Appala-

was there working with Laurie and other

ship program, and how the community

papermaking processes and explained

chian mountains and her own local wild-

Stephanie then had to depart, but this

ABW folks to hammer out last minute de-

of ABW is vital to its success. “The co-op

flower seed bombs. The range of paper

gave me a chance for a long discussion

tails, so I first spoke with Laura Ladend-

itself is really generous with volunteer

she had made was really quite impressive,

with Stefanie K. about her ritual paper-

dorf, ABW studio assistant.

time,” Laura said. “Being able to have

especially with a simple home set up of

making process. I shared with her some

She first showed me around the gal-

that kind of support has really let us get to

blenders, self-made deckles, and plastic

of the aromatic herbal paper I have made.

lery, which had works from the Ladies

different levels than if it was just me and

tubs for vats in the backyard. I found it

We also discussed her future plans for a

of Letterpress on display, but there also

Laura running the place.”

very encouraging to know that there are

sustainable electricity-less pulp beater

was a second show of Hatch Show Prints

Laura and Laurie, thank you for your

people making paper on all levels.

and papermaking setup, which sounds

on the walls around the letterpress stu-

time and your thoughts. I wish ABW the

like a wonderful undertaking.

dio. While we wandered, Laura explained

best going forward.

Her friend Stephanie then showed me
paper that they had made together a few
days beforehand, with pressed flower inclusions from special moments in her life.

Oakmother, I hope we get to meet
again! Best of luck in all your journeys.

more about the craft–heavy history of
Asheville: “A lot of these crafts now are
becoming art – but you know there’s all

46 July 25: Charlotte Taylor and Penland (Asheville, NC)

July 27: Robert C. Williams Museum (Atlanta, GA)

M

T

y final host of this trip was Char-

Ridge Mountains outside of Asheville, is

lotte Taylor, a film teacher and art-

the likely source of Asheville’s high con-

ist who crafts experimental hand–drawn

centration of artisinal craftsmanship:

films. Charlotte and I are both members

some 1,200 students take classes there

of Impractical Labor, a union for handcrafters who utilize obsolete technology
in artmaking. I was only with her for a

47

hat afternoon I continued on to At-

This level of creative control has affect-

lanta, home to my grandparents.

ed bookmaking as an art form to this day.

Knowing of my love for paper, my grand-

His intense papermaking research is also

mother suggested that I visit the paper

well-recognized, and the most prominent

every year and the area surrounding

museum at Georgia Tech. At the time, I

guild of hand papermakers is named the

Penland is also home to over 100 nearby

didn’t realize it was the Robert C. Wil-

Friends of Dard Hunter in his honor. I

crafters and artisans.

liams Papermaking museum, the home of

spent hours looking through the artifacts

the Dard Hunter collection.

and creations of his work, and so I am

little bit overnight before heading to Penland early the next morning, but the time

The museum was definitely more than

spent relaxing with her and geeking out

I imagined, and especially important as

about Harry Potter made a delightful eve-

Dard Hunter is arguably the grandfather

ning.

of the modern book arts culture.

She also pointed me to the best break-

In the early 1900s, he became inter-

fast bakery I had found on the trip, a

ested in the Arts and Crafts movement

fantastic stopping off point on my early

and, in particular, with the Roy-

morning trek to Penland to catch the

croft printmakers. This inter-

weekly 10:30am tour. Penland — in case

Studio areas include painting, glass-

you are interested in craft and yet some-

blowing, ceramics, metalworking, wood-

in papermaking to form a

how have missed hearing about it — is

working, weaving, as well as my favorites

holistic approach to book-

the Holy Grail of Craft colonies. It was

printmaking (with screenprinting, etch-

making.

founded in the 1920s by Lucy Morgan,

ing, and letterpress facilities) and book

who wanted to teach weaving to nearby

and paper, which has both a bookbinding

Hunter published over a doz-

women so they could learn to support

studio and an indoor/outdoor papermak-

en texts about papermak-

themselves with a trade.

ing studio.

ing, including a handful

est merged with his studies

In

his

lifetime,

Dard

This has grown into a 400-acre year-

This was only the tip of the iceberg of

where he crafted every

round center for classes, residencies,

visiting Penland. I’m sure I could have

aspect: making the pa-

galleries, and workshops for artists of all

stayed for a week and not seen every-

per, designing and cast-

calibers, from beginning hobbyists to es-

thing... a likely explanation for why so

ing the type, printing

tablished professionals. Penland, which

many craft lovers make their home in this

the text and binding the

is about an hour’s drive through the Blue

region.

book.

grateful for the preservation and curating
that the museum has done.

July 28: Glenn House (Gordo, AL)
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A

fter many weeks of traveling, I fi-

time to do my own work, that I could take

nally reached my home state of Ala-

some gratification from seeing my stu-

bama. I had received a suggestion to stop

dents improving in their techniques,” he

by the tiny town of Gordo, AL, and visit

mused. This became the University of Al-

Glenn House, the godfather of the book

abama Book Arts MFA program in 1983.

arts in Alabama and founder of the first
Book Arts MFA in the country.

July 28: UA Book Arts Program (Tuscaloosa, AL)

I
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was introduced to Steve Miller through

is housed in the library sciences building.

Glenn’s history, but I had known al-

This gives it some unique advantages,

ready that he is the Coordinator of the

like quick access to the collections and

Book Arts MFA at the University of Ala-

sharing gallery space with the library. I

bama. Steve is a force of nature: a co-

also knew of the high quality work from

Glenn then offered to show me his per-

director of the Paper Book Intensive, on

UA’s Book Arts graduates, and Steve ex-

sonal presses and papermaking setup.

the board of the Robert C. Williams paper

plained: “We’re so focused on getting

artistical-

Next door held a gorgeous photography

museum, one of the founders of the Col-

people learning from the ground up and

ly packed studio in Gordo with his

gallery of his friend Barbara Lee Black.

lege Book Arts Association, he has also

of learning how to be steady in the all of

photographer

Fetters.

He also shared the large letterpress stu-

been a part of the UA Book Arts program

the technology of craft aspects.”

“I was born and raised in Gordo, three

dios of his two colleagues, Jessica and the

as long as it has been running.

miles down that road,” his story started,

nationally-recognized Amos Kennedy.

He

shares

his
wife,

large
Kathy

and so I sat enrapt for over two hours lis-

Glenn’s commitment to the art form

tening to how Glenn House started work-

clearly did not leave him when he retired;

ing in the University of Alabama publica-

it is shown here, in Gordo, in how he is

tions department. Over time, he started

working to form an artistic community in

teaching printing and letterpress in the

this small town.

library and fell into the
passion of teaching. “I
had learned that if I
didn’t have

Luckily, he managed to squeeze me in
for a brief tour of the department, which

I look forward to seeing more wonderful work come out of your department.
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July 29: Green Pea Press (Huntsville, AL)

I
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n many ways, Lowe Mill was the inspi-

Green Pea Press is a community print-

ration for this roadtrip. Lowe Mill is a

making shop and one of the newest addi-

volunteer and community focused arts &

tions to Lowe Mill. In June of 2011 it had

Rachel noted that the community of

aren’t interested in permanently renting

entertainment center in my hometown of

just celebrated its six-month birthday

Lowe Mill has been really supportive,

their own studio space there but still want

Huntsville, AL.

helmed by one of the most capable and

knowing how much they needed this

to be able to work alongside other artists.

talented people I know, Rachel Lackey.

place available to the local printmakers.

As of Spring 2012, though, Green Pea

Local biotech research guru Jim Hud-

share the fine art of printmaking with a

This also benefits the large community by

larger crowd.

bringing in more people to the Mill who

son bought the building in 2001 and has

Rachel is definitely ahead of her time.

“Everybody’s really excited,” she said,

Press has just celebrated its first anniver-

been shaping it into the place that it is

She’s the first person I knew to actually

but added “People are really interested in

sary and seems to be doing well. I look

today: three floors of arts studios, crafts,

make paper herself, was the teaching as-

what we’re doing but not everyone’s ready

forward to watching Green Pea Press con-

performance spaces, clothing stores, local

sistant for my first book arts class, and

to dive in, so it’s figuring out how to draw

tinue to grow even farther.

cafes, a record shop, a free-booth art mar-

now she’s opened a community print-

people in to get more hands-on involved.”

ket, all filled to the brim with wonderful

making shop that hopes to expand into

folk.

book arts and papermaking. Believe it,

My first interaction with Lowe Mill was

this lady is seriously rockin’ it.

during a party in 2002, but I started re-

She was inspired by places like Chi-

turning more frequently in the summer of

cago’s own Spudnik Press and realized

2008, when it just had the second floor

that Huntsville needed its own place for

occupied with Flying Monkey Arts. For

printmakers and other artists to get their

someone interested in the craftier, funkier

press-time in. Rachel said of this growing

side of art, this place was perfect for me.

process, “I’m learning as I go what works

I set up a table every weekend for over a

and what doesn’t work. I research other

year, so I really got to know the hands-on

print shops and try to find out where we

experience of what it means to pass your

are in our community and what the need

art directly to your audience.

is there.”

This place has a direct influence on my

Offering screenprinting, etching, block,

interest in craft and community, but for

and letterpress printing classes for both

now, I’d like to talk about one place in

kids and adults, Green Pea Press has a bit

particular.

of something for everyone and is eager to

July 30: Back to Chicago, IL

& other discoveries

y last leg of the trip was the eleven

ery place I visited utilizes interns and vol-

examples aren’t something I could record

crafting, we can attach memories to the

hour drive between Huntsville, AL,

unteers to some extent, and sometimes

word-for-word. Consider though that ten

aesthetic experience of a physical object

and Chicago. Compared to the rest of

greatly depend on this volunteership to

people who had never met me and who

in the same way that we strengthen mem-

my journey, though, this was a cinch. In

survive. Recognizing this as generosity

had likely never had strangers in their

ories by attaching them to smell.

roughly four-thousand miles and thirty-

from and to the community is an impor-

homes before invited both myself and a

I hope that these gifts act not only as

two days, I toured twenty-three centers

tant element that we’re all aware of, but

friend to stay with them—sometimes for

tokens of my appreciation but become a

in twenty-two cities, found eleven hosts

how often is it explored, narrated, cel-

multiple days—just based on the under-

literal element of “keeping in touch” with

for overnight stays (for a total of sixteen

ebrated?

standing that I was visiting book arts and

those far away. I know my past year has

52
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nights), talked in-depth with ten artists

With this in mind, I found the experi-

community art centers. The trust inher-

been full of introversion and reflection

(including five home-studio visits), re-

ence of directors of these centers particu-

ent in this action was one of the most sur-

while working on my thesis, but I strongly

corded 18 hours of these talks and took

larly important because they facilitate the

prising and welcoming finds.

believe that the creation of and passing on

about 1300 photos, wrote 12,000 words

community use of art making centers in

This is also the reason that I decided

in forty blog entries during the trip, and

a broader sense. Directors have a unique

to handmake gifts of repayment. I want

gave out fifty-one thank yous/IOUs with

position of understanding how making

to emphasize the choice of “repayment”;

In some ways it is easy to see the ties

a hundred participants overall.

of these physical mementos can help develop ties between people.

and community fit together, especially

these gifts are intended to reciprocate the

between crafting and sharing movements;

I arrived home and, essentially, did

as many started off primarily as artists

generosity of the time, advice, resources,

both have subcultures built around them

nothing for a good long while. The trip

themselves. Many of the people who in-

meals, and hosting that were first freely

with a strong desire and focus on devel-

schedule was fun and quite rewarding,

vited me to see their centers were direc-

given to me.

oping meaningful relationships in a way

but it had left me pretty tired. I’m natural-

tors or otherwise in a position to oversee

Gift giving in any situation involves a

that modern consumer culture and mod-

ly a bit of an introvert and my busy days

the inner workings and going–ons of

delicate negotiation of what gifts and ges-

ern mass manufactured objects simply

didn’t help. Exhausting for me, yes—but

these places, and, as such, I found their

tures are appropriate for the situation,

can’t deliver. Both craft culture and shar-

worth it. It’s been nearly a year and the

advice about community particularly in-

and this exchange is no different. And

ing culture require a rejection, on some

impact of this journey has only deepened

valuable.

for me.

yet, these gifts are not meant to be an

level, of the idea that technology is fulfill-

Most of these directors also noted that

equal exchange with both sides perfectly

ing all human needs. It is an admision

I learned both more and less about the

not only are volunteers a necessary part

balanced, because that is not the nature of

that money can’t always buy happiness in

ideas of making, giving, and community

of the way these centers work from a fi-

gifts and generosity. Giving gifts freely is

a culture that often has trouble acknowl-

than I set out to find. I didn’t ask many

nancial standpoint, but that volunteers

its own reward and we reciprocate those

edging that.

specific questions but more experiences

are more invested in making sure that the

gifts in the best way that moves us.

of connection popped up during this trip

center functions and thrives. Time, here,

These gifts are created as a tangible way

nect to our neighbors, and we can’t do

than I ever expected. The world is smaller

is more of a personal investment than

to articulate feelings that I am otherwise

that through buying more, but only by

than we often give it credit for; I was sur-

money.

We crave other ways to know and con-

unable to put into words. The handcraft-

sharing our resources, our advice and sto-

prised to find how directly several of the

This is an interesting consideration, es-

ed origins and labor-intensive techniques

ries, our time and our selves. I believe the

participants, in different states and many

pecially since I learned that people are, on

I utilize help me to visibly transform the

book arts community has strongly dem-

hours apart, knew and spoke fondly of

the whole, more generous than I expect-

time and energy spent in the act of creat-

onstrated doing exactly that, and I am so

each other.

glad to be a part of it.

ed. Of course, I had set out with high ex-

ing into a labor of love. This is one of the

I did find that these centers, as hubs

pectations of generosity on this trip, but

reasons I am drawn to handmade objects,

of communities, use generosity in their

yet people exceeded these at every turn.

and I strongly believe that through their

structure as necessities for function. Ev-

It’s hard to explain as the most interesting
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resources: centers, organizations, and places
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Asheville Book Works—www.ashevillebookworks.com

Morgan Conservatory—www.morganconservatory.org

Book Arts Web/book arts resource & email list—www.philobiblon.com

Ox-Bow—www.ox-bow.org

Boston Paper Collective—bostonpapercollective.wordpress.com

Papermaking email group—groups.yahoo.com/group/PaperMaking

Bright Hill Press—www.brighthillpress.org

Penland School of Crafts—www.penland.org

Center for Book Arts—www.centerforbookarts.org

Pergamena—www.pergamena.net

Center for Book and Paper Arts—www.colum.edu/book_and_paper

Philadelphia Center for the Book—

College Book Art Association—www.collegebookart.org
Columbia College Chicago, MFA Book and Paper Arts—

www.philadelphiacenterforthebook.org
Pyramid Atlantic—www.pyramidatlanticartcenter.org
Robert C. Williams Paper Museum—ipst.gatech.edu/amp

www.colum.edu/academics/interarts
Friends of Dard Hunter—www.friendsofdardhunter.org
Genesee Center for Arts and Education—www.geneseearts.org
Greening of Detroit—www.greeningofdetroit.com
Green Pea Press—www.greenpeapress.com
The Heidelberg Project—www.heidelberg.org
Hostel Detroit—www.hosteldetroit.com
Impractical Labor—www.impractical-labor.org
Lowe Mill—www.lowemill.net
MBAD’s African Bead Museum—www.mbad.org

San Francisco Center for the Book—www.sfcb.org
Theatre Bizarre—www.theatrebizarre.com
University of Alabama, MFA Book Arts program—www.bookarts.ua.edu
University of Iowa Center for the Book—book.grad.uiowa.edu
University of the Arts, MFA in Book Arts/Printing—
www.uarts.edu/academics/visual-arts/mfa-book-arts-printmaking
Wells College Book Arts program—minerva.wells.edu/bkarts/info.htm
Western New York Book Arts Center—www.wnybookarts.org
Women’s Studio Workshop—www.wsworkshop.org

resources: artists
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Lynne Avedenka (Land Marks Press)—www.lynneavadenka.com
Sarah Bryant—bigjumppress.com
Steve Daiber (Red Trillium Press)—redtrilliumpress.com
Stacy Dumas (Tooth and Nail)—www.etsy.com/shop/stacydumas
Ed Hutchens—www.artistbooks.com
Liz Isakson—elizabethisakson.blogspot.com
Cheryl Jacobsen—cheryljacobsen.com
Bill Jones (Virgin WoodType)—virginwoodtype.com
Stefanie Kompathoum (Oakmother’s Papers of Intent)—
www.oakmother.com
Joshua Langman—www.jltypographicdesign.com
Julie Shaw Lutts—www.julieshawlutts.com
Geri McCormick—web.mac.com/gerimccormick
Steve Miller (Red Hydra Press)—www.redhydrapress.com
Jessica Peterson (Paper Souvenir)—papersouvenir.com
Miriam Schaer—www.miriamschaer.com

resources: ideas
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Glenn Adamson, ed. The Craft Reader.
A collection of essays about the history of craft from the Arts & Crafts
Movement to its modern incarnation of DIY culture.
Charles Eisenstein, Sacred Economics: Money, Gift, & Community in the Age
of Transition (freely available at sacred-economics.com)
Eisenstein’s book traces the history of money from ancient gift economies to modern capitalism, revealing how it has contributed to alienation,
competition, and scarcity, destroyed community, and necessitated endless
growth. However, it offers hope for opportunity to transition to a more connected, ecological, and sustainable way of being.
Suzi Gablik, The Re-enchantment of Art.
Gablik questions the role of art in modern life and calls for a shift in
the way we approach and think of art from a ego-driven solitary practices to
socially and ecologically responsible works.
Lewis Hyde, The Gift: Creativity and the Artist in the Modern World.
In the 2007 reprinting, Hyde notes that craft artists have taken a
particular kin to this work. This tie to craft is most appropriate, as this is the
most well-known work connecting the idea of gift economy and the gift of
creativity through the idea of creative gifts as a labor of love.

Emily Sterling (Single Tree Press)—singletreepress.wordpress.com
Charlotte Taylor (Taylor Made Films)—www.taylormadefilms.net
Judy Tobie—www.flickr.com/people/73629360@N04
Don Widmer—www.dwidmer.com

Faythe Levine and Cortney Heimerl, Handmade Nation: The Rise of DIY,
Art, Craft, and Design.
A collection of essays about the craft community, taken from author
Faythe Levine’s 19,000 mile roadtrip to document and interview the new
wave of crafters.

Erin Wommack (Miss Chief)—www.misschiefshop.com

